
Turn design into reality in organisations 

Overview 

Benefits Map 

Current State Analysis 

Contextual Inquiry 

Customer Journey and Service 

Blueprints 

Integration Sprints 

• Integrated design 

deliverable capturing the 

target business architecture 

across all layers 

• End to end client example 

journeys and scenarios 

• Confirmed scope of core 

systems, digital technology 

and enabling systems 

Integrated Design 

• Implementation philosophy and 

approach 

• Roadmap identifying tranches of 

work

• Transition states and benefit plan 

• Confirmed costs and timeline to 

deliver 

Implementation Planning 

Key outputs: 

• Customer insights and issues

• Business issues and opportunities

• Design principles

• Design challenges
Key outputs: 

• Design concepts

• Technology concepts 

• High level blueprint

• Detailed design framework

• Example client journeys

• Initial prototyping 

The design process: 

Increasing detail and confidence in the 

design over time 

• Idea generation sessions with staff and 

customers 

• Best practice and cross-industry practices 

• Blueprint integrating all concepts ‘on stage’ 

and ‘off stage’ 

• Deep dives into aspects of the blueprint 

‘areas of investigation’ 

• Prototyping and scenarios to test end-to-end 

design 

Key outputs: 

• Integrated design 

• Programme roadmap 

• First tranche detailed plan 

• Prototype plan 

• Vendor scope 

• Customer interviews

• Customer observations

• Customer journeys

• Volumetric, channel and cost data

analysis 

• External best practice research and

site visits 

• Internal observations

• Staff interviews and workshops

• Investment Logic Map

• Benefits Logic Map

• Metrics and measures

Customers 

Channels 

Product/Services 

Processes 

Information 

Technology 

Organisation 

People 

Physical Locations 

1. DISCOVERY

2. EXPERIENCE DESIGN

3. INTEGRATED DESIGN

4. PLANNING



• How do we segment our customers? (e.g. by demographics, psychographics (attitudes), user type)

• Which customers are our most valuable segments? And which customer groups should we
prioritise?

• How do we tailor the experience depending on the customer segment and their profiles?

• What impact does this have on the rest of the operating model?

• Which channels should we use to provide services to our clients and address their needs?

• How do we achieve a channel shift for clients we don’t want to serve through particular channel?

• How are clients supported through digital channels?

• How do channels cater to the needs of various customer segments?

• Which channels should we use to build deep relationships?

• How do cross-channel considerations fit into our channel strategy?

• Which products and services are offered to which customer segments, through which channels?

• How can we package our products and services to better serve our customers?

• What is our pricing strategy for our products and services, and how does this vary by customer?

• What new capabilities need to be developed to deliver the customer experience?

• How do processes vary based on the various customer segments (and user profiles)?

• How are business rules simplified to deliver a more seamless customer experience?

• What customer feedback mechanisms do we have in place to improve our offering?

• What information is required to make the customer experience as seamless as possible?

• What role does customer analytics play in serving, and improving our customer offering?

• What operational metrics are used to measure and manage performance?

• Which technologies are required to enable the customer experience? What role do digital
technologies play?

• What is the target state technology architecture?

• What technology will empower our staff in the way they serve our customers?

• How is the organisation aligned to deliver the best outcomes and experience for its customers?

• How should governance and decision-making be structured to deliver for the customer?

• What conversations or behaviours do we want our staff to exhibit when interacting with our
customers?

• What type of organisational culture will support a focus on the customer?

• What new roles or skills are required for our staff to deliver the target customer experience?

• How can we incentivise our staff in a manner that delivers the best outcomes for our customers?

• In which locations should our organisation be situated to serve our customers?

• Do we require physical locations to deliver all services or can we optimise our existing footprint?

Physical 

Locations 

People 

Organisation 

Technology 

Information 
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Customer 

Segments 
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